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Abstract
Published data concerning the standard weight in lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) and brown trout (Salmo trutta) have been established. The standard weights can be used to compute relative weights for data collected in the spring and summer of 2011 for brown trout and lake trout in the Blue Mesa Reservoir, Colorado. The mean relative weight of a sample of 100 brown trout ranging in length from 260 to 432 mm was 80.01 +/- 0.74, showing that the brown trout were in poor condition. The mean relative weight of a sample of 17 lake trout ranging in length from 387 to 689 mm was 86.57 +/- 2.40 showing that the lake trout were also in poor condition. Using least squares regression, a best fit curve was determined for weight (W) vs. total length (L) in the brown trout, W(L) = 1000(L/L1)^b, where W is in grams, and L is in millimeters.

Introduction
Blue Mesa Reservoir is a clear mountain reservoir located in Gunnison County, Colorado. It is the largest body of water in Colorado. This reservoir is also home to the largest kokanee salmon fishery in the United States. Lately, samples from the reservoir have been used to evaluate abundance and body condition of several different species of fish (Curecanti 2011). According to the samples taken, the abundant lake trout population have been causing a decline in the kokanee salmon population. The decline in the number of kokanee salmon has affected the lake trout and by stunting their growth from lack of food to support their population (Johnson 2011). This study reports the average relative weight of a sample of 100 brown trout and 17 lake trout as well as a weight vs. length relationship for the sample of brown trout.

Method
The lake trout and brown trout for the study were caught by sport angling. Accuracy for the measurements of the fish were +/- 2.3 grams for their weight and +/- 3 mm for the total length. The weight-length relationship in fish is represented by the improved model W(L) = 1000(L/L1)^b, where L represents the total length (in mm) and W is the weight (in g). This model has been shown to yield smaller uncertainties in the parameters L1, which is the typical length of the fish weighing 1 kg, and the exponent b. (Dexter et al. 2011, Keenan et al. 2011, Cole-Fletcher et al. 2011) If desired, the equivalent parameter a from the traditional model W = aL^b can be computed as 1000L1^b. The weight-length relationship is computed for brown trout using this model, but not for lake trout, because the exponent would be dominated by the single longest fish due to the sample size. The relative weight for the brown trout as well as the lake trout were calculated (relative to standard weights from Anderson and Neumann 1996), and the reported uncertainties are the standard errors of the mean. Some authors have taken exception to standard weights developed with the regression line percentile method (Gerow et al. 2004, Gerow 2010); however, the authors of the present study are unaware of a better comparison standard for these species.

Results
Figure 1 shows the graph of weight vs. length for 100 brown trout along with the best-fit weight vs. length curve and the standard weight curve. Most of the fish in the sample were significantly below the standard weight curve, and many were also below the best-fit curve for the 25th percentile weight vs. length data in Carlander (1969). The exponent in the best-fit model for the present study, W(L) = 1000(L/L1)^b is b = 2.5746 +/- 0.1235 which shows allometric growth of brown trout in the reservoir with the fish tending to become relatively more slender as they grow longer. The parameter L1, which represents the typical length of a fish weighing 1 kg is 517.49
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mm +/- 8.44 mm. This is much longer than the 450 mm which is the more common length of a fish weighing 1 kg (Carlander 1969).

Figure 1: Weight vs. Total Length for brown trout in the Blue Mesa Reservoir with the best fit weight-length curve, as well as the standard weight curve for brown trout (Anderson and Neumann 1996) and the best-fit line to the 25th percentile data from Carlander (1969).

Figure 2: Relative weight vs. length brown trout in Blue Mesa Reservoir.

Figure 2 shows relative weight vs. length for 100 brown trout. Relative weights vary from 42 to 100, with an average of 80.01 +/- 0.73, as shown in Table 1. Simpkins et al. (2003) found that juvenile rainbow trout have a significant risk of mortality when their condition index falls below 80. The absence of many brown trout with relative weights below 60 suggests that a relative weight below 60 might have a high risk of mortality for brown trout in this length class. Relative weight can depend on length as the forage ability depends on the preferred food sources of fish.
as they grow. Care needs to be taken not to generalize the results for the length range of fish here (260-432 mm) to other lengths.

![Graph showing relative weight vs. total length for lake trout.](image)

Figure 3: Relative weight vs. length lake trout in Blue Mesa Reservoir.

Figure 3 shows relative weight vs. length for 17 lake trout. The small sample size does not allow for definitive conclusions in isolation, but there is general agreement with a much larger study (Johnson 2011) which supports some observations. Relative weights vary from 71 to 112, with an average of 86.57 +/- 2.40, as shown in Table 1. It is notable that the 16 lake trout below or near 500 mm in length all have relative weights below 100, and that the only specimen with a relative weight above 100 is much longer at 689 mm. This is consistent with Johnson (2011) whose findings for lake trout in Blue Mesa Reservoir document a rapid increase in relative weight as fish get longer and find very few lake trout under 500 mm long with relative weights above 100; whereas, specimens with relative weights above 100 are common in most years for lengths above 650 mm. The number of “chunky” lake trout in Johnson’s findings (see Figure 4, Johnson 2011) was small in 2009, but the relative weight for the longer lake trout was shown to increase in 2010 and 2011. These trends are ascribed to an overabundance of lake trout below 38 inches long, because the shorter lake trout eat mostly smaller fish for which there is too much competition with other small lake trout and the abundant brown trout in the reservoir. Once lake trout are large enough to eat the larger and abundant kokanee salmon in the reservoir, their relative weight quickly rises above 100. Johnson’s work shows that relative weights above 130 are possible for the longer lake trout in the most productive years (2000, 2001, 2002, 2006). The Colorado Division of Wildlife seems to be attempting to manage the fishery to once again realize the potential for these fat lake trout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Mean Relative Weight</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Length Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brown Trout</td>
<td>80.01</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>260-432 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Trout</td>
<td>86.57</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>387-689 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mean relative weight, uncertainty, and length range for brown trout and lake trout. The uncertainty reported is the standard error of the mean.
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Discussion
In Blue Mesa Reservoir, the kokanee salmon population has been significantly reduced in recent years (Johnson 2011). Because the kokanee's decline matches the increasing weight loss in lake trout, one can conclude that the kokanee salmon are an important food source for larger lake trout. None of this is new information and a number of fisheries are finding it challenging to balance lake trout with kokanee salmon and rainbow trout fisheries (Johnson and Martinez 2000), since in the absence of other prey species (or few prey species as easy to catch and abundant as kokanee salmon and rainbow trout) the lake trout make it prohibitively expensive for wildlife managers to keep stocking sub-catchable fish only to have them eaten by the lake trout.

The most significant finding of the present study is the poor condition of the brown trout. The low relative weight of the brown trout and the additional comparison with the 25th percentile curve from Carlander (1969) suggest that the observation is not an artifact of how the standard weight curve was developed or attributable to a length-related bias in the curve. The brown trout seem to be more capable than rainbow trout and kokanee salmon of self-sustaining reproduction in Blue Mesa Reservoir (and the streams flowing into it) and also seem to be better than kokanee salmon and rainbow trout at avoiding predation from lake trout. As a result, the brown trout themselves have become overpopulated and unable to maintain optimal weights with the available food sources. The Colorado Division of Wildlife has become very aggressive in removing overpopulated lake trout in attempts to balance the fishery, both removing the limit on the number of smaller lake trout that can be kept by sport anglers and with netting operations. Perhaps aggressive management to reduce the numbers of brown trout is needed as well. If aggressive management is prohibitively expensive, liberal limits for anglers would be a positive step toward reducing abundance and increasing body condition.
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